Summary

Creator: Roberts, Daniel, 1789-1869

Title: Ink and wash design for the construction of Lord Byron's boat

Date: 1822]

Size: 1 drawing

Abstract: Scale drawing of Byron's boat, eventually named The Bolivar, here with "Countess Gamba, Guiccioli" written on the mainsail. Along with a later note in Teresa Guiccioli's hand (TG 0226), explaining: "Le dessin du Schooner de Lord Byron qu'il avait voulu appeler avec mon nom -- mais qu'il appella le Bolivar de peur de me Comprometre.".

Physical Characteristics and Technical Requirements: Ink and wash on onion skin paper

Preferred citation: Ink and wash design for the construction of Lord Byron's boat, Carl H. Pforzheimer Collection of Shelley and His Circle, The New York Public Library

Scope and Content Note

Scale drawing of Byron's boat, eventually named The Bolivar, here with "Countess Gamba, Guiccioli" written on the mainsail. Along with a later note in Teresa Guiccioli's hand (TG 0226), explaining: "Le dessin du Schooner de Lord Byron qu'il avait voulu appeler avec mon nom -- mais qu'il appella le Bolivar de peur de me Comprometre.".
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